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Dedicated to the fantastic staff of Pacific Diversified Services

Happy New Year!
We at PDS are thrilled to be ringing in the new year. 2009 is bound to be an exciting
and fresh start for our entire country! On behalf of all of the staff and clients of
Pacific Diversified Services I want to thank you so much for collaborating with us
to help people with developmental disabilities lead rich fulfilling lives. The good
tidings of the holidays remind us that our success would not be possible without
you.
With warm wishes to you and your loved ones,
Lisa Giraldi
Co-founder and Executive Director, Pacific Diversified Services

911-R Irwin Street
San Rafael, California 94901

PDS Client News

Happy New Year
From the clients and staff of
Pacific Diversified Services

We are so pleased to introduce our newest client, Guy!
Guy is an old friend of Lisa Giraldi. He often visited with
her and her son Andre’ at the Marinwood Pool, where
they were all members. In fact Lisa knew Guy before Andre’ was born and she had always hoped to work with
Guy, because he seemed so sweet and capable. Guy
quickly obtained a position at Pasta Pomodoro, where
he is setting tables. Guy is already having a great time
and making friends at PDS. He loves crows-which makes
for interesting conversations and he is a conscientious
and earnest young man.
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A New Year’s Thank You from Executive Director Lisa Giraldi

Y

ou may have heard that PDS experienced a but of a crisis when we learned
that our line of credit from American Express, due to the downturn of the
economy and the companies decision to discontinue all unsecured lines of credit
for all their customers. Further exacerbating the problem, was the fact that our
expected donations, were just not coming in at the time we really needed them.
Luckily there were many “angels” that came to the rescue of PDS, just in time.

Jennifer Maxwell decided to donate $30,000 from the Brian and Jennifer Maxwell
fund, to promote diet and exercise for our clients, who could all benefit from
getting in shape and/or losing some weight. We plan to hire a nutritionist to
meet monthly with our clients to teach them about proper nutrition and we
will be promoting healthier eating and ramping up exercise opportunities for our clientele. This will
be lifesaving for individuals who are at risk for heart disease and Type 2 diabetes,
Here is what Ginger Koel (Don M.’s mom) said when she heard the news about Jennifer’s donation:
“THANK GOD!!!!!!! I could kiss Jennifer’s pretty little feet. What a generous woman, Thank God the
world still has wonderful people like this. Nice just before the holidays. “
And there have been countless others who have stepped up to the plate to make generous contributionsfriends, family members, co-workers, and tennis students of my husband Leo Giraldi, have opened their
hearts and pocket books to help PDS. Truly, I am absolutely blown away by the generosity and kindness
shown to us.
Metallica generously donated two tickets to their sold out show an some great autographed memorabilia
which served as a catalyst well timed and much fundraiser for us. Thank you to everyone who purchased
raffle tickets.
And there are parents and siblings of clients who have worked tirelessly on my behalf-organizing the raffle, and
doing all the promotional and leg work that it takes to pull a fundraiser off. But what I truly value is the moral
support these people have offered me, I continue to be astounded and impressed by the tireless dedication
and perseverance these family members show toward ensuring their adult children with disabilities receive
quality care. It is unbelievable to see how these parents keep up the fight for their children, and do so with
grace and positivity. I am speaking specifically of David and Ginger Koel (Don M.’s parents), Pati Stoliar and
Jennifer Kirmsey (Robin’s mom and sister), Dennis Tucker (Marc’s dad) and Stu Leeb (Betsy’s dad). All of the
parents of our clients are fantastic, but these people deserve special recognition for always “being there” for
me and for PDS, in good times and bad.
PDS is truly like a family. So many of us have been so close for so many years. It’s really touching to see how
we can rally together and sustain this wonderful web of support for our hardworking and deserving clients
with developmental disabilities.
Some people will not be recognized in this newsletter as it may go “to press” before we can add your name.
But thank you to everyone -- those who have given and those that will give in the future. We need and
appreciate you, more than I can express.
Be sure to check out the new PDS website. You can click on “Donate Now” to make donations through
Paypal, or to sign up for United Way and Escrip. We need your support now more than ever!
Our new webmaster, Lisa Keene, also donated her time to design and ccordinate the production of
this newsletter. www.quickandcleanwebsites.com
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Meet the Staff of PDS
often told “PDS has the greatest staff ” and it is true. We typically
Idoamrecruit
people from Craigslist where we advertise that candidates
not necessarily need to have experience because we provide

two weeks training. We find that these inexperienced staff are often
“fresher” and they are typically enthusiastic about the prospect of
working a field that is fun, but also meaningful and intrinsically
rewarding. They always laugh about the fact that they get paid to go
to the movies with our clients!
At PDS we do not take our hiring process lightly. We recognize
the huge responsibility our Employment and Community Support
Facilitators (ECSF’s) have in transporting our clients and seeing to our
clients’ personal and important needs. We do through background
checks online and we always check at least 3 personal or professional
references to ask about a prospective employee’s character and to
ask if they can imagine the person doing this sort of work. Then we
provide no less than 2 weeks of training. For the first week our new
employees shadow a co-worker and observe their every move. In the
second week of training our new employees are accompanied by a
co-worker who watches them in action and gives final tips before our
brand new ECSF “flies solo.”
Throughout an ECSF’s tenure with PDS they attend a staff meeting
every Thursday where they receive ongoing advice, support and
training into client specific issues. We hold trainings in CPR and First
Aid as well as other topics like sign language and positive behavioral
approaches. We discuss the words we use to describe our clients and
how to portray them with dignity when we are acting as liaisons at
their workplaces and in the community. It is costly to hold these staff
meetings every week-especially since we have to pay time and a half
to staff that are working beyond their 8 hour day. But we find these
meetings to be invaluable-and a definitely a key to our success.
PDS also does terminate employment when necessary. This may seem
unremarkable to people outside of our field but for struggling nonprofits, it is often easier to look the other way than it is to confront
issues head on. At PDS we believe that our clients deserve to be
advocated for, even when it is inconvenient and uncomfortable for
us to take their sides. In many cases, staff that have moved on, even
when it was not by choice, have kept in touch with PDS and have not
had hard feelings because they recognize their leaving was probably
for the best.
But most importantly our staff have kindness, empathy and
compassion that takes precedence over any screening, training
or discipline they receive from PDS. They might be “needles in
haystack” but we manage to find people with huge hearts, small egos
and fun, engaging personalities. Our staff is ethnically diverse, and
we come from different countries and range from 20 to 60 plus of
age, but we all have something in common. We care about people
with developmental disabilities and we want to allow them all the
opportunities that life has to offer. Whether it is taking Lisa T. on a
scary roller coaster at Marine World or finding just the right record
for David at the second hand store, the PDS staff put their hearts
into everything they do. They share their interests like fishing,
photography, weight lifting, bike riding and shopping with our
clients and they participate in these activities with them, like the true
friends they are. And when the going gets tough at work, or in the
community when our clients are discriminated against or mistreated
in any way, our staff are their protectors and their advocates.
To the current and former staff members: Thank you so much! We
appreciate you for who you are and what you do. The world is better
place because of you!
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